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ABSTRACT: The Shockley−Queisser analysis provides a theoretical limit for the
maximum energy conversion efficiency of single junction photovoltaic cells. But besides
the semiconductor bandgap no other semiconductor properties are considered in the
analysis. Here, we show that the maximum conversion efficiency is limited further by the
excited state entropy of the semiconductors. The entropy loss can be estimated with the
modified Sackur−Tetrode equation as a function of the curvature of the bands, the
degeneracy of states near the band edges, the illumination intensity, the temperature, and
the band gap. The application of the second law of thermodynamics to semiconductors
provides a simple explanation for the observed high performance of group IV, III−V, and
II−VI materials with strong covalent bonding and for the lower efficiency of transition
metal oxides containing weakly interacting metal d orbitals. The model also predicts
efficient energy conversion with quantum confined and molecular structures in the presence of a light harvesting mechanism.

SECTION: Energy Conversion and Storage; Energy and Charge Transport

Semiconductors are at the heart of solar cells and
photoelectrochemical devices for solar energy conversion.

The maximum theoretical efficiency of single junction devices
can be estimated with the Shockley Queisser model,1 which
calculates the ideal performance limit on the basis of the
semiconductor band gap and the energy of the incident
blackbody radiation (see also Ross et al.2,3). Besides the band
gap, no other semiconductor properties are considered in the
model. This cannot account for the efficiency variations
observed for real photovoltaic devices today.4−6 Here, we
show that the extractable work from excitonic semiconductors
is further limited by entropy losses that are associated with the
dilution of the photoexcited charge carriers in the semi-
conductor bands. These losses depend sensitively on the
electronic structure of the semiconductor, that is, they are a
materials property. They can be calculated with the Sackur−
Tetrode equation from the effective mass of the charge carriers.
Low losses are predicted for semiconductors with strong
covalent bonding and few atomic states, which provides a
straightforward explanation for the high performance of single
junction solar cells made from semiconductors in the covalent
zincblende structure type (Si, GaAs, CdTe, CIGS)6 and for the
recently discovered lead perovskites.7 The low effective density
of states of these materials ensures concentration of charge
carriers near the band edges. The entropy model also explains
the low photon conversion efficiency of 3d and 4d transition
metal oxides (Fe2O3, TiO2, WO3) and sulfides, whose lower
performance has traditionally been attributed to the lower
mobility of the charge carriers in these materials.8−10 Lastly, the
entropy model predicts high energy conversion efficiency for
isolated quantum confined and molecular structures under
illumination with concentrated light.
In 1980, Peter Würfel used the ideal gas model to describe

the excited state energetics of a semiconductor and to calculate

the maximum efficiency limit of a photovoltaic device.11,12

Light excitation produces electrons and holes, which relax on
the submillisecond time scale to reach thermal equilibrium with
the semiconductor lattice, and to form an ideal gas (Figure 1).
Each conduction band electron (hole) in this gas then has the
potential energy ECB (EVB), kinetic energy 3/2 kT, and volume
energy kT (= pv).
The free energy μe/h of an electron (hole) is less than the

sum of these terms, because each charge carrier also has the
entropy σe/h (see eq 1 for an electron).
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The entropy arises from the ability of the charge carriers to
occupy several of many possible kinetic energy states in the
conduction and valence bands. For an uncharged ideal gas
particle, the entropy is given by the Sackur−Tetrode (ST)
equation. For electrons/holes in a semiconductor, the equation
is modified (eq 2) to account for the fact that electrons (and
holes) have two spin orientations, which doubles the number of
possible states.
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The semiconductor lattice further modifies the entropy
because it imposes restrictions on the motion of the charge
carriers and the number of allowed kinetic states. This is
illustrated in Figure 2 for three different model semiconductors.
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As can be seen, the number of effective states Neff (three rows
of squares near band edges) that are available for electrons and
holes depends on the density of state (DOS) distribution near
the valence and conduction band edges. The larger the DOS,
the more states are available near the bottom, and the greater
Neff. For the model systems in Figure 2, the entropy per charge
carrier can then be estimated with the Boltzmann formula σ =
1/n × k × ln WTot. The formula is not exact because of the
small number of states in the example. Here, Wtot gives the
possible number of combinations to distribute n = 9 electrons
over Neff states. For Neff = 24, 12, 9, Wtot= 24!/[(24−9)!9!],
12!/[(12−9)!9!], 9!/[(9−9)!9!], and σ = 2.2 × 10−23, 8.3 ×
10−23, 0.0 J/K. This shows that the entropy-related energy loss
Tσ decreases from left to right. The free energy μ = h − Tσ
increases in the same direction, and so does the maximum
electric power that can be extracted from these model
semiconductors.

For real semiconductors the entropy of electrons and holes
can be calculated with the modified ST equation, using the
effective masses of electrons and holes. That is possible because
in solid-state physics the effective mass of the electrons/holes in
a semiconductor is related to the curvature of the energy−DOS
plot and to the effective density of states. For a free electron
moving in vacuum, the kinetic energy scales with its squared
momentum. The corresponding E/k curve (Figure 3) is a

parabola and the inertial ef fective mass m* corresponds to its
inverse curvature. In a semiconductor lattice, the E/k curve is
modified by the allowed energy states, as defined by the
number and arrangement of the atomic components, their
orbitals, and their bonding interactions.14 Because in most
crystal structures the packing of the atoms is anisotropic, the E/
k curve and with it the effective mass are strongly direction-
dependent. To simplify this situation in semiconductors, the
inertial effective mass tensor is replaced by the Density of States
(DOS) Ef fective Mass as defined by eq 3.
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Here the effective mass me* is a function of the effective
density of states Neff near the bottom of the energy−DOS
curve. Steep bands with high curvature give small Neff and m*
values, and small entropy, according to eq 2. This situation is
encountered among IV, III−V, and II−VI semiconductors (Si,

Figure 1. Physical and thermodynamic parameters for excited
semiconductor in thermal equilibrium modified from Würfel.11,12

See also Salvador.13 ηe,h, Electrochemical potentials of electrons and
holes (e.g., as measured by photoelectrochemistry); EF,e/h, quasi-Fermi
energies of electrons (equals ηe) and holes (equals −ηh); eϕe,h, electric
potentials of electrons (negative) and holes (positive); μe,h, chemical
potentials of electrons and holes; εe/h, energy of electrons and holes
(calculated from potential energy, kinetic energy, and electrostatic
energy); u, internal energy of electrons-hole pair (εe + εh); h, enthalpy
of electron/hole pair (includes volume energy); ECB/EVB, energy of
conduction and valence band edges; EG, band gap energy; TΔσe/h,
entropic energy of electrons or holes; μ, chemical potential of
electron−hole pair (μ = μe + μh = EF,e − EF,h) equals maximum
extractable free energy.

Figure 2. Dependence of free energy of excited semiconductors on the
shape of the DOS near the band edges. Each square represents an
allowed state. Only energy states within 2kT (0.06 eV at room
temperature) of the band edges are occupied.

Figure 3. Energy−DOS plots for idealized semiconductors to illustrate
relationships between composition, band curvature and effective
masses for electrons and holes. The inertial effective mass tensor
equation contains the wavevector k, the Plank constant h, and the
electron effective mass, me*: High efficiency semiconductors have a
“funnel-like” DOS, which concentrates charge carriers near the band
edges.
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GaAs, CdTe) with a small number of orbitals per atom and
high degree of covalency in all three dimensions.
On the other hand, flat bands with low curvature give large

Neff and m* values, and large entropy, according to eq 2. Such
E−DOS curves are expected for transition metal compounds
due to the addition of five d orbitals per metal atom. In
particular, for 3d metal compounds, these orbitals have weak
overlap and lead to degenerate states. Additionally, in
multivalent metal compounds MXn flattening of the valence
band is expected from adding 4n (s+3p) orbitals per formula
unit. Examples are TiO2 (n = 2) and WO3 (n = 3). Slightly
steeper E−DOS curves with intermediate Neff are expected for
compounds of the heavier 4d and 5d metals, due to the
stronger interactions among the spatially more extended d-
orbitals. Qualitatively, the effect of the DOS on the free energy
of the excited semiconductor can be expressed with the funnel
analogy in Figure 3. The largest free energy per electron (VOC)
is available when the shape of the effective DOS resembles a
funnel, that is, there is maximum concentration of charge
carriers near the band edges. In contrast, a flat band structure
will not concentrate charge carriers efficiently. On the other
hand, further away from the band edges the DOS should be as
large as possible, to maximize light absorption. This is because
the absorption coefficient of a semiconductor is proportional to
the DOS. Then the semiconductor harvests and concentrates
the maximum amount of photons, like a funnel.
Using the effective mass concept, the entropy of the charge

carriers in different semiconductors can be estimated with eq 2.
In Figure 4A entropy values are plotted versus the effective
mass (mean values of me* and mh* from Table 1). Importantly,
to allow direct comparison, the calculation assumes illumination
conditions sufficient to generate a constant concentration of
1015 cm−3 charge carriers in each semiconductor. This is

different from fixed illumination (e.g., AM 1.5), where carrier
concentrations would vary depending on the band gap of each
material, and be subject to the principle of detailed
balance.1,11,12 According to Figure 4A the entropy increases
logarithmically with m*, with minimal losses obtained for small
values of m* (and correspondingly small Neff). Such a situation
is encountered for many group IV, III/V, and II/VI
semiconductors6 and also for the recently discovered lead
halide perovskites.7,15−17 Thus, the reduced entropy in these
materials can provide a simple explanation for the observed
high efficiency of these compounds in photovoltaic devices
(experimental data in Table 1). On the other hand, large
entropy losses are expected for transition metal compounds,
and especially oxides, due to their flat energy bands, and
correspondingly, larger effective density of states. Indeed, no
efficient transition metal oxide photovoltaic or photoelectro-
chemical devices have been found yet.
Knowing the entropy per charge carrier it is now possible to

calculate the free energy of an illuminated semiconductor and
its open circuit voltage. Equation 4 is obtained by summing the
chemical potentials for electrons and holes (eq 1, note that ECB
for holes is negative)12 and by substituting the entropy terms
with eqs 2 and 3.
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This is the well-known expression for the free energy of an
electron hole pair as a function of the dilution of the charge
carriers in the states near the band edges.13,18 High energy
output is expected for semiconductors with small Neff which
concentrate charge carriers near the band edges. Conversely, the
more effective states, the greater the dilution and the lower the
free energy and open circuit voltage of the device. Equation 4
can also be written as a function of the effective masses of
electrons and holes (eq 5), which are tabulated for many
semiconductors (Table 1).19
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Equation 5 is useful for examining the effect of temperature
on the open circuit voltage of an illuminated semiconductor
(Figure 4B). The VOC/T plot is a nearly straight line with a
slope of 1.78 mV K−1. This is only slightly less than the
experimentally observed temperature dependence of ∼2 mV
K−1 for actual silicon single junction devices under AM1.5 solar
illumination.20−22 The difference is partly due to the
experimental increase of the bandgap with temperature,
which is not considered in eq 5.
Lastly, the effect of the semiconductor band gap on VOC and

on the ratio VOC/EG (fraction of band gap energy that can be
converted into usable energy) is plotted in Figure 4C and D.
Naturally, at constant absorbed photon flux, any increase in
band gap will lead to an increase in free energy (eVOC), due to
the raised potential energy of the electron/hole pairs. As a
result, the open circuit voltage varies linearly with band gap.
However, VOC goes to zero before the band gap does. This is
because at ambient temperature the entropy term Tσ
outcompetes the potential and kinetic energy terms in eq 1.
Alternatively one can say that small band gaps increase Neff,
thereby diluting charge carriers and increasing the entropy σ.
This limits the efficiency of small band gap semiconductors for
solar energy conversion. This is a possible reason for the

Figure 4. A. Entropy per charge carrier as a function of the mean
effective mass. The calculation assumes T = 300 K and illumination
sufficient to create ne = nh = 1015 cm−3. B. VOC dependence on
temperature for Si-like semiconductor (EG = 1.12 eV, me = 1.08, mh =
0.55, ne = nh = 1015 cm−3). C. Dependence of VOC on the bandgap
(300 K, me = 1.00 and mh = 1.00, ne = nh = 1015 cm−3). D. Same, but
with VOC as a fraction of the band gap energy. Individual data from
Table 1. Deviations from the fit are due to changes in effective masses.
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current lack of efficient bulk PbS (EG = 0.42 eV) or PbSe (EG =
0.27 eV) solar cells.19 Better efficiency with such semi-
conductors could be achieved theoretically by reducing their
temperature (Figure 4B) with passive cooling (wind, water),
because lower temperature reduces Neff.
Using the insights from the entropy model, the power output

from an excited semiconductor can be improved theoretically
by increasing the steepness of the E/k parabola. In consequence
both NCB/VB and σ will decrease, according to eq 4. Such a
reshaping of the DOS structure can readily be achieved in small
nanocrystals using the quantum size effect (Figure 5). Here, for

Neff = 18, 12, 6, and n = 6 electrons, Wtot = 18!/[(18−6)!6!],
12!/[(12−6)!6!], 6!/[(6−6)!6!], and σ =1.5 × 10−23, 1.1 ×
10−23, 0.0 J/K. Thus, the free energy increases with quantum
confinement due to the reduction of the effective DOS near the
band edges. Physically, this represents a concentration of charge
carriers near the CB and VB edges.
To achieve sufficient charge concentration, the energy

separation between allowed states should be several times kT.
This behavior is often found in molecular light absorbers,
because both high covalency and small number of atoms favor a
vertical arrangement of energy states. Chlorophyll is a good
example for this behavior.33 Because of the 0.73 eV (30 kT)
energy separation between excited states, only the first exited
state is occupied at room temperature. Thus, the excited state

entropy is near zero and free energy is at maximum. This
situation formally corresponds to effective masses me/h < 1, as
shown in Figure 4A. The bipyridyl Ru dyes in dye sensitized
photoelectrochemical cells are a second example. Here, the
energy levels are separated by 0.3 eV (>10 kT at 300 K).34 This
may be one of the reasons for the >10% energy efficiency of
molecular dye sensitized photovoltaic cells.35 But the lower
DOS in molecular solar energy conversion systems also have an
unwanted side effect: It reduces the light absorption coefficient,
which is proportional to DOS. Nature has solved this problem
by surrounding the chlorophyll absorber with an antenna
system that absorbs the light and funnels it to the reaction
site.36 This preconcentration of light ensures efficient excitation
of the reaction site, even under low illumination conditions.
Thus, it appears that in the presence of a light concentrating
mechanism, molecular and quantum confined systems are
better suited for photochemical energy conversion.
For devices with small light absorbers (molecules, quantum

dots) one also has to consider that the energetics of such
systems are very sensitive to variations in size, shape, and
molecular environment. Because of this effect, photovoltaic
cells with polydisperse and randomly packed quantum dots are
expected to have a larger ground state entropy than those
consisting of monodisperse and ordered dots. If the individual
units are coupled electronically, the free energy of the ensemble
will decrease, by redistribution of charge among the absorbers.
This exactly reverses the entropy reduction in the individual
subsystems. Indeed, material disorder in photovoltaic cells has
been identified as a detriment to high power conversion
efficiency.37 This effect could also be responsible for the
observed VOC losses in Ternary Blend Bulk Heterojunction
Organic Solar Cells.38

In theory, entropy losses in such devices can be minimized
by electronically separating light absorbers from each other.
This would prevent the entropy increase from the free energy
equilibrium between each absorber. Alternatively, all light
absorbers in the ensemble should be made identical in size,
shape, and chemical environment, thereby eliminating the effect
of ground state entropy. Nature is already applying both design
principles for minimization of excited state entropy. In the
photosynthetic membrane the reactive centers are identical in
structure and sufficiently isolated to prevent the free energy
equilibrium between the charge carriers in them. One can

Table 1. Selected Semiconductor Parameters

material
EG/
eV m*e m*h

mean
m* ref

σe
a/10−22 J
K−1

σh
a/10−22 J
K−1

VOC
(calc)a

VOC/EG
(%)a

VOC
(exp)/Vb

VOC/EG (%)
exp.b ref

sc-Si 1.12 1.08 0.55 0.82 19 1.76 1.62 0.62 55 0.71 63 4
CH3NH3PbI3 1.55 0.23 0.29 0.26 23 1.44 1.49 1.13 73 0.99 64 4
InP 1.28 0.073

(300 K)
0.55 (110 K) 0.31 19 1.20 1.62 0.88 69 0.88 69 4

CdTe 1.45 0.096 (1.8 K) 0.12 (1.8 K) 0.11 19 1.26 1.30 1.10 76 0.86 59 4
GaAs 1.42 0.067 (1.6 K) 0.47 0.27 19 1.18 1.59 1.03 73 1.12 79 4
Cu2O 2.1 0.99 0.58 (1.7 K) 0.99 19 1.74 1.63 1.60 76 0.4 19 24
ZnO 3.2 0.28 (6 K) 0.59 (1.6 K) 0.44 19 1.48 1.63 2.75 86 - -
SrTiO3 3.2 3 5 4 25 1.97 2.08 2.57 80 1.3c 41 26
TiO2 (anatase) 3.1 10 0.8 5.4 27 2.22 1.70 2.50 81 - -
WO3 2.7 0.9 2 1.45 28 1.72 1.89 2.15 80 -
Fe2O3 2.06 13 2.1 7.55 29,30 2.27 1.90 1.41 68 - -
FeS2 1 0.44 1.61 1.02 31 1.57 1.84 0.49 49 0.5 0.5 32
PbS 0.42 0.08−0.11

(4 K)
0.08−0.11
(4 K)

0.09 19 1.26 1.26 0.08 19 - -

aAt 300 K for 1015 carriers cm−3; bAt AM 1.5; cλ < 400 nm.

Figure 5. Effect of quantum sizing on Neff and entropy for three
systems of 6 e/h pairs.
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expect that by adopting these design principles artificial light
conversion devices could also achieve higher efficiency.
In summary, we have shown that the extractable maximum

work from photovoltaic and photocatalytic devices does not
just depend on the semiconductor band gap, but also on the
excited state entropy. This entropy loss can be estimated with
the modified Sackur Tetrode equation as a function of the
curvature of the bands, the degeneracy of states near the band
edges, the illumination intensity, the temperature, and the band
gap. The application of the second law to semiconductors
provides a simple explanation for the observed high perform-
ance in semiconductors with tetrahedral bonding in the
zincblende structure types and for the lower efficiency of
metal chalcogenides and oxides containing weakly interacting
metal d orbitals. The entropy model also predicts low entropy
losses in quantum confined and molecular structures, due to
lower degeneracy of excited states.
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